It Might Be TodaY
"Vector Victor”
Prophecy Update #590
We focus on Bible prophecy each week for about five-minutes, calling it a
“Prophecy Update.”
We are considered futurists. We interpret the unfulfilled prophetic portions of the
Book of the Revelation and the Book of Daniel, and all other unfulfilled
prophecies, as yet future events in a literal, physical, apocalyptic, and global
context.
In His prophetic sermon we call the Olivet Discourse, Jesus said the End Times
would be like the days of Noah. He specifically referenced the strange
marriages in the days of Noah. In Genesis chapter six we’re told that certain
fallen angels were marrying human women. Their oﬀspring were called
Nephilim. They were a race of of giants.
Why was it happening? It seems Satan was attempting to manipulate human
genetics to permanently corrupt the human race.
If the last days are going to be like that, we would expect a lot of genetic
manipulation - and especially failures.
The Sun UK posted an article titled, Deadly ‘super mosquitoes that are even
tougher’ accidentally created by scientists after bungled experiment.
Excerpts:
...the plan to create gene-hacked mosquitoes that have oﬀspring which die
immediately has spectacularly backfired and now scientists don't know what will
happen next.
The modified mosquitoes were released in Brazil and were supposed to mix with
the local population and decrease numbers with their weak oﬀspring genetics.
Although the wild population did plummet for a short while, 18 months later it
was right back up again.
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This is mostly concerning because scientists think the new 'super mosquitoes'
have properties that might make them harder to kill.
Traces of the genetically modified genes have been found in the natural
population. This means they are successfully interbreeding.
The researchers concluded: "It is unclear how this may aﬀect disease
transmission or aﬀect other eﬀorts to control these dangerous vectors."
https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/9947305/deadly-super-mosquitoes-accidentally-created/

Nonbelievers accuse God of cruelty. Truth is, His controlled wrath during the
Great Tribulation is merciful compared to what we might unleash on ourselves.
Genetic manipulation - it’s a sign Jesus pointed out to us.
Jesus promised He'd return to rapture His church - which entails the
resurrection of the dead in Christ of the Church Age, then the translation from
earth to Heaven of all living believers.
It is presented in the Bible as an imminent (any-moment) event.
Are you ready for the rapture? If not, get ready, stay ready, and keep looking up.
Ready or not, Jesus is coming!
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